Around-the-world cooking class
In accordance with the culinary experiences of 2006, The Atelier Gourmet – Dégustation
a proposed, over the first semester of 2007, to the attendants to learn the vietnamese
cuisine and the making of “amuse-bouches” or small portions of other sweet and salty
tapas. The quiet high number of attendants to both classes confirms one more time the
success and the craze for these culinary discoveries.
1. Within the light of the theme « Around the world cuisines», Maggie Nguyen, who
recently opened a catering business in Soho, introduced us and shared with us, on last
January 27th, the secrets of the genuine and authentic Vietnamese cuisine.
Maggie was born in Saigon and grew up in Northern Virginia. At a young age, she
developed a great passion for cooking from Vietnam and quickly built up her cooking
skills from her parents’ side who work in the restaurant business. Very much authentic
cooking enthusiast, Maggie’s parents were very concerned of passing down from one
generation to the other the culinary tradition of their native homeland. They also focused
on passing on to their daughter the unique know-how that she would ultimately use to
create her own tasty, flavorful and aromatic cuisine. Maggie is very keen on learning
from this « family » method aiming at focusing on the basic rules of cooking to which
she brings a personal input. Currently living in New York City, Maggie’s daily cooking is
based on what she calls « the art of great cooking between the lines ». Maggie shares this
passion for cooking with her four sisters, who formed a monthly cooking club where they
meet and share a classic Vietnamese meal while discussing about new culinary
experiences and sharing new recipes. With warmth, simplicity and enthusiasm, Maggie
taught to all cooking attendants with talent and daintiness the discovery of the exotic
flavors of these refined dishes and the subtle combination of herbs and spices. While
putting into practice culinary tricks taught by Maggie, the attendants were able to cook
delicious Bánh Cuõn (Steamed rice crepes with a savory meat and mushroom filling),
Bún Bò Xào (Sautéed seasoned beef served over a bed of herbs and rice noodles) and as a
dessert, all participants cooked Chè Trôi Nu’ó’c (Sweet rice dumplings in ginger syrup).
These meals and savory dishes enhanced the taste buds of gourmet attendants who truly
enjoyed this wonderful culinary experience. Enthusiastic about the recipes, some of the
attendants went to Chinatown to purchase all the ingredients that they managed to find
easily thanks to a full list of ingredients and name of the related groceries provided by
Maggie! All shopped this way with the feeling of pursuing their lovely exotic journey...
2. A big thank you to Maggie who kindly accepted to provide some of her precious free
time to teach to all these so-called « Chefs amateurs »! Maggie caters office lunches and
holiday dinner parties. She also prepares home cooked meals for New York investment
bankers, more generally business men and moms. She is also available for intimate
dinner parties, catering and cooking classes.
Contact Maggie Nguyen,
mnguyen_va@yahoo.com.
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